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The scent of the Mediterranean hung in the air at 4:30 AM on Friday, November 24, 2017. At a harbor on Ain Mriesseh hidden away from 
the Manara’s main road, not far from the AUB Women’s Dorms I fulfilled an aspiration of mine to always find out more about the hidden 

gems of Beirut. What better way to find out more than from a charming fisherman by the name of Adnan al-Oud, also known as Abou 
Rabih. Age 73, Abou Rabih has been fishing for the past 60 years and is still captivated by the smell of salt and the widening sight of the 
sea. By 5:30 AM we adventured on his boat called Wassim out of the concrete port, under a dark overpass, and onto the pitch dark open 
sea with only the yellow illumination of the city from afar. The weather was icy with no wind but the hairs on your neck would still stand 
up as Abou Rabih began narrating stories of his experience, the destructive effect on the marine life, and how times have changed vastly. 
As we got lost in conversation, we had sailed into a net and the motor had stopped running for 20 minutes. After untangling the net and 
cutting the rope that was tied to floating milk and detergent bottles that acted as DIY buoys, he went back to pulling his string back and 

forth with chicken feathers attached to the end. The feathers mimic the movement of sardines, only if you’re lucky and patient you might 
catch a bite. Abou Rabih ended up catching 3 fish and returned to the harbor, at this point I thought to myself “Is that it?” but then he 

grabbed a leather basket and went back out to the water to retrieve nets from under water, that was set up the morning before. Abou Rabih 
was so surprised by the abundance of fish which was lucky for us because the proliferation of fish had decreased in the Beirut sector. We 
finally returned to the port with a heavy net that luckily had not been torn by sea turtles. As Abou Rabih and his partner, Ahmad started 
taking the fish out of the net they came across a bright red scaled fish that they had not seen in a while called Nylon and this reminded 

them of the time they found a beautiful colored orange and white. However, only two days later after enjoying their meal, they both ended 
up in the hospital for a week almost paralyzed since they had been poisoned by a lionfish. Abou Rabih began explaining how his son and 

brother begged him to stop fishing and his brother even gave him a job while his son offered to buy his boat but he could not rid himself of 
the sea. He would go to work during the day and wake up early morning to go fishing, he exclaimed that” والبحر ھو جزء مني”, and it will be 

until the day I die.
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